Heterogeneity of hepatitis delta antigen.
Hepatitis delta antigen (HDAg) is the only known protein encoded by the hepatitis delta virus (HDV). Two HDAg species of different sizes have been detected in the sera and livers of the infected humans, chimpanzees, and woodchucks, even though only one RNA species was previously identified in most of the HDV strains. To study HDAg heterogeneity, we took advantage of the fact that a single base mutation at nucleotide 1015 (C to U), which results in an amber termination codon in the HDAg open reading frame (ORF), eliminates a unique Ncol restriction enzyme site. We screened various HDV cDNA clones and detected sequence heterogeneity of the HDAg-coding region on the basis of the presence or absence of the Ncol site. Five delta hepatitis patients were examined. In every patient, two types of HDAg-coding sequence were detected at nucleotide 1015: one which contains a C and results in an ORF encoding a delta antigen of 214 amino acids, and the other which possesses a U and results in an amber termination codon and a truncated HDAg species of 195 amino acids. The in vitro translation products of these two ORFs comigrated with the two HDAg species from the patient's plasma on SDS polyacrylamide gels. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of the HDV RNA from some patients' sera and subsequent sequencing showed several additional mutations in the HDAg-coding region. These mutations are independent of the C or U nucleotide change at the site of the amber termination codon.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)